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UPCOMING LANA EVENTS !

LANA BOD Election 
candidate statements due Dec. 10th       
voting opens Dec. 15, 2017        
voting closes Dec. 30, 2017 !

LANA Hobo Classic Show   
  February 3-4, 2018, Turlock, CA !
Kids & Camelids Show 
  April 14, 2018, Turlock, CA !
Fiesta Day Parade                                                               

May 26, 2018, Vacaville, CA !
LANA Hike                                  
  June 8-10, 2018

LANA NEWS!
  Llama Association of North America!
                        Fall Edition 2017

LANA Board of Directors Election 
Candidate statements are being accepted for 
three open positions on the board of directors   

Terms are served for three years            

Voting opens Dec. 15th and closes Dec. 30th.   

Email your statement to the                           
LANA Business Office 

LANAquestions@gmail.com  

Deadline is December 10th 

For more information email the office                    
or call at 707.447.5046                                            

mailto:LANAquestions@gmail.com
mailto:LANAquestions@gmail.com
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PACKING BASICS !

Nancy and Robin Hester !!
SELECTING A PACK LLAMA  !
Personal needs vary greatly.  For some, the requirements are minimal.  Are you planning on picnic 
hikes or short trips with a young family?  Good manners and a friendly personality become more 
important.  Perhaps you are looking for a hunting companion?  Heart, stamina, and the ability to 
carry heavy loads become more important.  The more demanding you are as a hiker, the more 
selective you will need to bin finding a llama that matches your needs.  Both males and females 
make good packers. !
1. AGE:  If you want to start packing immediately choose a llama that is at least four years old.  
Younger llamas shouldn’t carry full loads. !
2.   SIZE:  Bigger isn’t necessarily better.  Llamas under 43” tend to have shorter strides, causing 
them to walk slower or trot to keep up and generally can’t carry as much weight.  However, just 
because a llama weighs 400 lbs. or more doesn’t mean that he can carry 100 lbs.  He might already 
be carrying it in fat. !
3.   CONFORMATION:  Look for a well balanced llama that moves smoothly.  Too much width 
between his chest/legs tends to make him waddle.  Is he up on his pasterns?  Are there any 
obvious leg abnormalities?  Is he obese?  Shorter backed llamas tend to be more agile than those 
with longer backs; as are those with a greater leg to girth ration.  Remember, a packer is an athlete.  
Just as not every llama can cut it in the show ring, not every llama is cut to pack. !
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4.   TRAINING:  Do you want a seasoned packer or do you want to train him yourself?  Pairing a 
youngster with a seasoned packer will give the young llama confidence and allow him to learn what 
is expected more easily.  !
5.   ATTITUDE:  An overly nervous llama wastes energy and can be hard to handle or dangerous 
on the trail.  Conversely, an overly docile chow hound isn’t going to be very motivated to move out 
on the trail.  Often it takes a season or two for a llama to reach its full potential.  However, some 
llamas never seem to learn to enjoy packing while others act as if they were born for it.  While many 
llamas tolerate hiking without other llamas, very few are cut out to be solitary packers.  They are a 
herd animal and do better when paired with another llama. !
6.   WOOL:  Short wooled llamas are generally preferred for ease of grooming and heat stress 
factors.  Heavier wooled llamas should be fully shorn for their comfort, to prevent wool from getting 
tangled in the cinches and to prevent the spread of non-indigenous weed seeds.  Sopris rainflies 
make excellent blankets for protecting shorn llamas from the elements in camp !
PRE-TRIP PLANNING AND CONDITIONING  !
Know the regulations.  Check with local authorities for trail conditions, closures, permits needed, 
etc.  They can also tell you about grazing and water availability as well as good spots to park and/or 
turn around with a trailer.  Check if fires are allowed.  Study topographical maps to familiarize 
yourself with the terrain.  If you aren’t comfortable reading a map and using a compass, take a class 
in amps and orienteering.  GPS units are great until the batteries die, etc.. !
1.  Consider the fatigue of traveling on your llamas.  It is said that every hour spent in the trailer on 
the road equates to an hour on the trail with regard to muscle fatigue.  If it is a long haul to the 
trailhead, think about camping there overnight and starting out fresh. !
2.  Make sure your llamas are current on their vaccinations and worming.  Check their toenails and 
trim if necessary. !
3.  Most importantly, get your llamas out o day hikes to condition them.  Progressively add distance, 
weight, and elevation gain as their stamina (and yours) increases.  This also gives foot pads a 
chance to toughen up after being in muddy or soft ground all winter.  LACK OF CONDITIONING IS 
ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS FOR UNSUCCESSFUL PACK TRIPS. !
PACK EQUIPMENT AND BALANCING THE LOAD – A problem many packers have is using a 
poorly fitting pack saddle.  Not all saddles fit all llamas.  If the saddle shifts around a lot, the llama 
has to work much harder and may become sore.  Proper spinal clearance is essential for your 
llama’s comfort.  Llamas carry 65% of their weight on the front half of their body.  This places their 
center of gravity slightly behind the shoulder.  Feel his back for the slight indentation behind the 
shoulder blade.  The saddle should be placed just behind this spot – making sure it doesn’t interfere 
with the shoulder blade.  Ideally, the heaviest items in the your load should be packed about a third 
of the way down from the top of your load and the pack saddle should stay in place a bit forward of 
the center of the llama’s back. !
1.  The chest strap and breeching are used to insure that the loaded saddle doesn’t move forward 
or backward on steep slopes.  They also help stabilize the side to side motion of the load and are 
particularly useful to the novice who doesn’t always pack the ideal load or tighten up the cinches 
quite enough.  Their use can cut down your frustration level and increase your llama’s comfort. 
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  A. A chest strap is recommended when packing llamas in a string to keep the saddle from   
  being pulled off the rear of your lead llama.  !
 B. Placement of the chest strap should be centered on the chest, halfway between the  
  windpipe and the shoulder joint, and lose enough to get your flat hand between it and  
  your llama readily. !
 C.  Ideal placement for the breeching is where the testicles used to be on a gelding.  The  
  top edge of the breeching should ride below the testicles on an intact male and below  
  the vulva on females.  Again, a flat hand should be easily placed between the breeching 
  your llama. !
2.  When your llama is comfortable with the saddle, chest strap, and breeching it is time to add the 
panniers.  If your llama is going to panic during the whole process, it will probably be now.  The 
panniers are foreign and the noise may frighten him – especially if they hit or hang up on anything 
(going through a gate, etc.).  Start out with empty panniers, then add pillows or other light but bulky 
items to accustom him to the width. !

A.   Pack your panniers as evenly as possible.  This pertains to weight distribution as  
 well as bulk. !

B.   Aim for a compact, well-balanced load that doesn’t rise much above the level of the 
 backbone, and with the bottom about 2/3 of the way down the llama’s side.  This  
 allows the ribs to share the weight with the saddle-bearing muscles along the back. !

C.   Balance the load to within 1-2 pounds.  Carry a hand scale for repacking in camp. !
D.  Make sure nothing sharp is on the llama’s side of the panniers.  Use old pads or  

 foam to protect ice chests from the llama’s body heat.  Wrapping your ice chest in a 
 space blanket in camp also helps keep it cold. !

E.   Square buckets (4 gallon) work great – food and supplies stay dry and uncrushed.  
 Two buckets fit nicely in a pannier, the lids keep small critters out, and they make 
 good camp stools. !

F.  Use compression straps to tighten the panniers and snug them up.  If they are  
 flopping around it fatigues the llama.  You can also use the straps to raise or lower 
 a pannier and even out the load. !

G.   Bulky items can be top loaded but keep in mind that top loads sway and absorb  
 energy, causing fatigue.  Keep them as light and as close to the llama as possible. !

ON THE TRAIL  !
Remember to take frequent, short rest stops.  If your llama is open mouth breathing he is probably 
out of shape and needs a break.  If he lays down while on the rest breaks, he is tired and you may 
be pushing him too hard. !!!
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1.  If your llama lays down while you are hiking, make him get up and go a short distance before 
giving him a rest.  Check to see if his saddle or panniers have slipped or if there is anything in his 
wool causing him discomfort.  Don’t let him get in the habit of calling the shots.  Anticipate and read 
your llama, giving him a break before he demands one. !
2.  Be courteous and kick your llama’s pellets (manure) off the trail. !
3. Be award that water often encourages llamas to relieve themselves.  Let them drink before 
entering the water of hurry them across and then turn around and allow them the opportunity to get 
a drink.  !
4.  Watch out for horses and mules – if encountered, try to step off the trail as far as possible on the 
DOWNHILL SIDE.  In narrow, dangerous areas have a hiker out front to alert riders if possible. 

!
IN CAMP  !
Take care of your llamas first.  Get their saddles off and select a good place to stake them out (be 
sure to do a once over for any toxic plants) and offer them water. 
1.  Locate your campsite and picket your llamas at least 200’ away from water sources, well off the 
trail, and away from fragile areas. !
2.  Rotate grazing areas and scatter pellets before leaving. !
3.  Hang your saddles and pack equipment to avoid damage by small animals. !
4.  Practice “leave no trace” camping techniques. !
5.  Carry out all trash.  Leave the area in better shape than you found it. !
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SAFETY !
1.  Never wrap the lead rope around your hand or tie it around any part of your body..  If you feel the 
situation is out of control – let go of the llama.  Avoid putting yourself into a position where you could 
get injured (dragged, etc.). !
3.  When leading on trails with steep drop-offs, keep the lead rope on the uphill side.  Watch for 
protruding rocks that could bang the packs and cause your llama to lose his balance. !
4.  Use some form of break-away when stringing llamas together. !
5.  A bungie or break-away could save the life of a spooked llama on a stake out line. !
6.  Clip a lead rope to the halter and undo the picket line before trying to untangle a staked out 
llama. !
7.  Be aware that green llamas often jump small creeks or wet areas and could land in the middle of 
your back.  Keep their head down and shorten the lead to discourage jumping. !
8.  While training green llamas, keep your head away from the saddle horn while cinching up.  If 
they jump sideways, you could get the saddle horn in the face.  Also, watch for sudden head jerks 
and keep your head away from the direct line of the llama’s neck and head (especially while 
haltering). !
9.  Take a first aid class !
10. Learn to really use a map and compass. !
11. Gain a working knowledge of shrubs, trees, and other plants.  Not only will this enhance your 
wilderness experience but it will help prevent poisoning.  Grasses are generally ok – shrubs cause 
most poisonings. !
12. If going through an area with unavoidable toxic plants consider using a “spit” mask as a no eat 
mask and make sure your llamas are well fed before starting out.   !
13. Bear country – keep your camp clean!  Keep your food preparation and eating area well away 
from your sleeping area.  Don’t take food, cosmetics, or toothpaste into your tent at night. !
14. Carry a first aid kit for llamas and people. !
FIRST AID KIT  !
Opinions vary widely.  Some take the kitchen sink while others take very little.  One compromise is 
to have a basic kit with you and a more extensive one back at the trailhead.  Consult with your vet 
for prescription pain medications and antibiotics as well as other recommendations they may have.   !
1.  Duct Tape – pad injuries, lots of uses. 
2.  Super Glue – torn nails, etc. 
3.  Electrolytes (paste) – really helps for fatigue and heat stress.  Look for selenium, vitamin #, B- 
 complex !
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4.   Betadine scrub 
5.   Furacin 
6.   Opthalmic Ointment 
7.  Vet Wrap 8.   Bandaging Tape, Adhesive Tape 
9.   Sterile Pads 
10.  Scissors 
11.  Pepto-Bismol, Bass X, and dosing syringe 
12.  Snake Bite Kit – Azium powder, antibiotics, and 2 Lengths of Firm Rubber Tubing (1/2” outside  
 diameter) or 2 small plastic curlers to keep airways open if necessary. 
13.  Butte (for pain) and Ketophin (for colic, if down - add pepto. 
14.  Suture Kit !
I’ve started adding more holistic medications – can’t hurt them if I misdiagnose (first do no harm).  
General guidelines – use 4 tablets in 3cc syringe with 1” water and 1” air.   Shake up and dose in 
side of mouth. !
1.   Calms Forte and Rescue Remedy – mildly sedative, Rescue also has pain killers. 
2.   Arnica Montana – bruising and soreness 
3.   Nux Vomica – stomach upset, gas, off feed 
4.    Willow – commonly found in wet places – break off the outer branches and offer several times  

 a day – for pain and inflammation, assists in cooling fevers, and during heat stress. !
LLAMA EQUIPMENT !
1.   Extra halter and lead rope. 
2.   Collapsible water bucket. 
3.   Fly repellent. 
4.    Supplemental feed – with good grazing 1 lb. per llama per day is plenty.  Make sure selenium  

 and salt needs are met. 
5.   We use cheap plastic Frisbees for feeding grain.  They are light weight and easy to pack. 
6.   Swivel picket stake and 20’ stake out line; optional high line for at night. 
7.   Slicker brush for getting debris out before saddling. 

Nancy and Robin Hester                               
Latitude Llamas                                

Anderson, California
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LANA’s Hobo Classic            
February 3 - 4, 2018        

Judges                                                   
Deb Yeagle, Ohio                           

Tracy Weaver, Florida               

Stanislaus County Fairground           
Turlock, CA 

Double Point Halter                        
Single Point Performance 

New this year                             
Shorn Fleece and Finished Products  

                                                        
LANA’s Annual Awards

!
Hobo attire is highly encouraged. 

Mary and Rick dressed for                  
the occasion
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!
THIS IS A NO-GROOM SHOW                                                                               

Sheriff Mogler is on the look out for 
lawbreakers.  

If you are in possession of a brush, wand,                
or blower, you will be promptly arrested                      

and placed in jail.                                                                                           

For smaller violations, you might end up                     
in the stockade.                                               

Crystal waiting to be bailed out of          
the hoosegow. Ethan locked up in the stock.
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LANA National Versatility Award Results 

Since 2008, LANA has sponsored a Llama Versatility Jackpot competition at 
the ALSA Grand National.   For a low entry fee of $25 per llama, exhibitors this 

year competed for bags, gorgeous ribbons, and their share of the cash.             
There are three divisions:  male, female and non-breeder.                             

Llamas must be entered in Walking or Shorn Fleece, Halter, and Performance 
(Pack, Public Relations and Obstacle).    

Thank you participants for supporting LANA and the ALSA Grand National.

Grand Champion winners earned beautiful bags embroidered by Nanci Sutton of Sutton designs.  
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! Grand Champion Male 

Argentine Sugabo 
Icehouse Llamas             

Eileen Ditsler

Reserve Champion Male 
Spicey’s Gallant Pride             

Triple V Ranch                      
Sharon Van Hoosier

Using the ALSA point system, placements earning points are tallied up to 
determine the Grand and Reserve winners.  (If the animal is entered in Walking 

and Shorn Fleece, the highest point earning placement is used.                                                                                                       
The best two of three results in the Performance classes are used)                    

Above is the point chart for the Male division.

 No picture available  
at time of print
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! ReserveChampion Female  

2 Bit 2 Lotsa Dots                     
2 Bit 2 Ranch             
exhibited by                     

Jens Rudibaugh

Grand Champion Female  
Skansen’s Aloha Legend 

Skansen’s Llamas 
exhibited by Crystal Myers 

of Friendly Hills Llamas

Grand Champion Non-Breeder 
SWLC Billy the Kid      

Lamarah                             
Kathy Nichols

 No picture available  
at time of print
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  www.lanainfo.org w LANAquestions@gmail.com                                       
3966 Estate Drive, Vacaville, CA  95688 w (707) 447-5046

http://www.lanainfo.org
http://www.lanainfo.org
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FEELING the Loss... !

By Cathy Spalding 

  
“Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound that saved a wretch like me. I once was lost but now 
am found, was blind but now I see.” We are gathered here today, family and friends, to 
celebrate the life of ...” Most of us have felt the loss of someone meaningful in our lives. We 
have felt deep within ourselves that convoluted mix of anger, sadness, helplessness and 
regret, a disappointment in hopes vanished… an aloneness. Over the ages mankind has 
ceremoniously honored the passing of one of our own. We fully expect those closest to the 
loss to be upset and in need of comfort. In fact, if we judge them not to be sufficiently upset 
we question their stability. We fumble in our support feeling insecure in our knowledge or 
ability to say and do the “right” thing. Support often comes from beyond those who are 
intimately connected. Employers graciously give a few days off, most airlines will provide a 
special short notice airfare and our cities often provide police to direct traffic allowing clear 
passage for a funeral caravan. We have adopted the color black, have rules of burial and 
massive grounds set aside for that purpose… and, there is big money to be made in this 
business of death. There are flowers to be delivered, cards to be purchased, stamped and 
mailed, phone calls, food, preparations of “our lost one”… there must be a “container” of 
sorts – often luxurious – and of course, a marker to designate the honor within that small 
footage of purchased space -- the final destination of that container. The loss of one of our 
own is truly a time-honored ritual. It is very important and does much to help us move 
through these inevitable times in our lives.

But what about our animals? My personal life has felt the recent loss of significant people 
and significant llamas. As I muddled through each event I came to realize my response, my 
heartfelt reaction to each loss, was not so much different in one from the other. The honor 
and ceremony surrounding my human losses were obvious. I was clearly reminded, 
however, that the honor and ceremony surrounding a loss in the lives of my llamas was 
every bit as obvious. As is the case with us humans, each llama also demonstrated their 
concern and involvement in this process of life in their own way, at their own level. Some 
were more demonstrative than others but those closest to the loss were visibly involved in 
that loss.

 I had a mom, Jenny, who had carried her baby full term… a gorgeous little jet-black 
female sporting white points. Sadly, in the very early morning hours of her birth, something 
went wrong. Out came a mangled placenta then her baby… dead. Jenny mourned that 
loss, remaining kushed by her dead baby’s side leaving that place only to relieve herself at 
the poop pile. At last, by dusk she finally decided to come in to eat. Shortly, she returned to 
her dead baby’s side for the rest of the night. Others of the herd had come by throughout 
the day sniffing the baby, occasionally humming and some kushed for a time next to Jenny. 
By next morning’s light, Jenny was up and again together as a part of the herd grazing far 
off from the body of her baby. We knew it was now time to bury her daughter.
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My old gal Diamond Lil went into the death arch one sunny afternoon with renal failure. She 
had a 4-month-old little boy at her side at the time. As she lay in an open three-sided stall, 
there appeared no hope for her recovery. Euthanization was strongly advised. Her son was 
beside himself…he raced back and forth between herd members and his mother all the while 
humming in high pitched distress. As members of the herd began to approach the stall, he 
stretched himself tall. With determination and pronounced authority, he stood guard at the open 
end of the stall allowing only one llama in at a time and fiercely challenging any other who 
would violate his apparent rule. He made distinctions as to which he would allow to enter while 
quite literally chasing others away. At only 4 months old, he had clearly taken charge. It was his 
mom and the herd abided by his actions. Unbelievably, his mother survived and at 24 years of 
age with “bad kidneys” is, at this very moment, kushed with the rest chewing her cud! 

!
A good friend told me the story recently of her very old horse that had to be euthanized. Her 
horse and her dog were the best of buddies and had shared their daily lives together for a 
good many years. As always seems to be the case, one day the horse “just went down.” She 
had seemed fine… she was active… had been eating well. The vet was immediately called and 
upon examination determined there was very little hope.  All systems were rapidly failing and 
given her advanced age, euthanization was the kinder choice. Her dog was present throughout 
the entire ordeal sitting quietly at the side of her horse. Her horse was euthanized, the vet left 
and a large hole was prepared for burial. Still, the dog would not leave the body of his long 
time friend. They decided to wait for burial – at least for a time.  They felt witness to true 
feelings within their dog and chose to support and honor their perceptions by just allowing their 
dog some time. This was a situation, however, which did need tending to before long. 
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Would their dog ever get up? My friends went into the house. They were in mourning, too. After 
eating some lunch, they peered out the window. Their dog was still lying right next to the horse. 
What should they do? They felt within the urge to complete this tragic day... to bury their 
beloved horse. Should they just go out and get this “over?” With kindness and insight, my 
friends chose to wait just a bit longer. Two hours had passed when suddenly their dog got up 
and simply walked away. It was now time to bury their horse. 

!
Though there is no way of knowing what view our animals have upon death, it seems clear it 
has an impact in their lives. What mother does not care about the birth and life of her child? 
What social animal – human or otherwise – does not miss the camaraderie of a friend or the 
comfort and security of their mother’s attention? We have learned much regarding our own 
feelings from witnessing the behaviors of the animals. I would submit that though we do not 
think we see a reaction to death in their world, we cannot be confident none is occurring. I 
encourage each of us to be mindful of the highs and lows in the life of every living creature. If it 
is at all possible, give those animals in our life the opportunity to “move through” these events 
on their own terms. Honor, respect and support the likelihood that they, too, can feel loss within 
their world. We spend thousands of hours and dollars on their physical health. Surely we can 
afford a little time for their mental health. What is the rush, anyhow?

!

!
Lamazing Wisdom  

Life is like an earthen pot: only 
when it is shattered, does it 

manifest it's emptiness. 
Hung Tzu-ch'eng 

!
Cathy Spalding 

Gentle Spirit Llamas 
Olympia, Washington 
gentlespiritllamas.com 
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   As to the second confession, I did not set out to become a project leader.  The 
truth is, in somewhat of a panic, I discovered that a local 4H Community Club had 
a llama project, and I signed up my daughter, Sarah.  My husband had just gifted 
me with a pair of llamas, and I hadn’t a clue about how to handle, feed, or care for 
the first of my Llama Boys.   When Sarah headed off to her llama project 
meetings, I was right behind her, with notebook in hand.  Nancy Redden, the then 
4-H Llama Project Leader who inherited us both, was a godsend.  When Nancy’s 
children aged out of 4-H, she looked at me meaningfully and my career as a 
project leader began. !
   But that was fifteen years ago.  My own children have long since completed 
their 4-H experiences.  Why am I still in the game?  More to the point, why would I 
encourage you to jump in?   

!
   I hesitate to confess two things.  One – I am a former high school teacher, and 
Two – I became a 4-H Llama Project Leader by default. !
   I am reluctant to share that I am a teacher because I am afraid that will make it 
seem that becoming a 4-H project leader is the natural prevue of teachers only 
and uncredentialed applicants need not apply.  And nothing is farther than the 
truth.  Convincing a room of 32 juniors to write an essay about Edgar Allan Poe is 
a far cry from helping a younger, smaller person learn how to communicate with a 
camelid.  Conveying the use of a semi-colon versus a comma did nothing to 
prepare me for lending advice about how to overcome a fear of the show ring.  
Teaching was more about crowd control, time management, and shrouding 
instruction in entertainment.  Being a 4H llama project leader is about one-on-one 
experiences with young people and problem solving with them. !
  Okay – there is the love of kids and the sharing of a personal passion, that much 
is true about both teaching and 4-Hing.  Patience is in the mix too.  But lots of 
adults who are not teachers can claim those attributes.

!
4-H:   Instilling a Llove of Llamas 

!
by Sue Rich
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A:  Sharing a passion with a young person who is acquiring that same passion 
is rewarding.   !
   I love animals in general and llamas in particular.  I enjoy spending time with 
people who feel the same way, and I like to see that same affection grow in 
kids.  By providing animals and their living space, equipment and feed, and 
transportation of those animals to and from places, I enable urban and 
suburban children with opportunity that they would not have otherwise.  It is not 
a requirement of 4-H that the leader provide anything but time, and some of the 
participating 4Hers in my past have had their own animals and transportation.  
But many have not, and that leads to the next selling point. 

!
B:  Leading a 4-H Llama Project keeps me honest with my own animals.   !
   Meeting monthly and pulling the animals out of the pasture to train creates a 
regular opportunity to look over those toenails.   Or more likely, to hear the 
click-click-click of toenail to driveway that sounds the alarm of: “Trim me!”   My 
animals are groomed more often, walked more regularly, and vaccinated more 
routinely.  As the project participants keep up the health records, I realize it is 
time to worm.  Come shearing time, many hands make light work.  I am 
thankful for the discipline of monthly meetings. I appreciate the help with herd 
management. 

    
C:  There is something deeply satisfying about spending time with children and 
teenagers who are not your own and watching them grow and develop into 
adults.   !
   It might be something like being a grandparent – all of the fun and none of the 
responsibility.   Typically, the kids are more likely to listen and respond to 
someone who is not their parent at this time of life.  So, I get a “kid fix” through   
4-H. 
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   Every 4-H project is tied to a community club.  However, any 4-H participant who 
wants to access to a project not housed in his or her own community club can 
easily transfer into that project.  Llama and/or alpaca projects are not common 
across California, so the opportunity to transfer can be critical to participation.  
Should you be interested in starting a llama or alpaca project, you can tap into 
your county 4-H office for information and advice.  4-H participation and meetings 
tend to align with the school calendar, but there is no requirement to meet 
throughout the year. !

    !
   To conclude, I have one other confession; there is a downside:  it feels like a 
loss when your 4-H participants graduate from high school and end their eligibility.  
Most recently for me, I watched Trinity Harry, a seven-year participant in the 
project, head off to Chico State.  I am proud of her, most certainly, and I wish her 
all the best in her college endeavors.   But I miss her.  I hold out hope that she 
might spend one more State Fair with me.  In the meantime, I am greeting new 
and younger participants into the project.  My animals are the better for them, and 
so am I. 

First Year in the 
Llama Project 

2010-11  
Participating in 

the Knights Ferry 
Christmas Parade
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!
Second year in  

the project 
2011-12  

On a one day hike to 
Frog Lake
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!
Kids and 

Camelids Show 
March 2017  !

Trinity’s senior 
year 
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Introduction to Basic Homeopathic Medicine                                   

In Llamas and Alpacas                                                              !
by Rob Pollard, DVM !!

Since 1993 I have been practicing more “Complete Medicine” which is combining a little of one of the 
many “alternative medicines” with what I feel is the best of normal vet medicine.  In a few minutes, I’ll  get 
down to the day to day facts about Homeopathy remedies but first I want to discuss the different systems 
of medicine.  In many ways the art of medicine is like the art of cooking with the doctor being the chef.  
While we are used to “American food,” how often do we look to other cultures for a change that we feel 
might be better for a certain meal?  Pizza, tacos, pasta, sushi (well maybe not sushi) are all choices to 
consider replacing a steak and baked potato.  What is a common food in one country might be 
considered exotic somewhere else and it is the same with medicine. !
My training at U.C. Davis in the late Sixty’s was good old steak and potato western medicine.  In the early 
Seventies, as relations with China improved, the medical system of Acupuncture was introduced to the 
U.S.  Acupuncture has been in use for 3,500 years in China and to a few hundred million Chinese, it is 
“normal” medicine.  I once asked an acupuncture veterinarian to work on a llama and she did an excellent 
job solving a problem my western medicine didn’t help at all.  At this point (pun intended), I don’t 
understand how it works but I know that it does. !
Herbal therapy is folk medicine in every culture and there are more South American llamas and alpacas 
getting this kind of care than the much more expensive North American medicine that we are used to 
here.  Many modern pharmaceutical drugs trace their roots back to the active principle chemical in herbs.   !
While many physicians don’t believe in chiropractic treatment, my family can only function because of it.  
Chiropractors adjust (manipulate) the spine and joints to reduce subluxations and return normal 
alignment.  Animals appear to have less need than humans for reasons like walking on four legs with a 
better built spine, fewer whip-lash neck injuries in car accidents and not over using snow shovels or lifting 
100 pound crias.  Over the years I have had different understanding chiropractors help me with several 
dogs and once a damaged fawn.  While I’ve had our family chiropractor look at X-rays of cria spines, so 
far they haven’t needed to be adjusted. !
In 1993, I wasn’t looking for another for another system of medicine but there were several things about 
modern western medicine I wasn’t happy about.  First was the cost because every year there are newer, 
better (read more expensive) drugs produced by major pharmaceutical companies.  I can hold 3 bottles 
(150 ml) of llama medicine in one hand that cost me over $500.  While this might last a llama most of a 
week, I’ve had my own llama at U.C.D. Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital where $500 was used up 
daily for a week.  The next problem was the side effects where the treatment can be worse than the 
medical problem being helped.  Some of the largest medical books I have spent thousands of pages on 
the warnings and cautions when drugs are used in people and of course there is no real data on use in 
llamas and alpacas.  Another uncertainty I have about many of the modern western medicines is that they 
don’t solve or cure the animal’s health problem but only cover it up for awhile.  In many cases, it is like 
having an oil warning light on in the dash of the car and just turning it off instead of adding oil to the 
engine. 
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All this was on my mind when my wife and I read an article in the Spring ’92 issue of Alpaca on 
Homeopathic Medicine by Dr. Edger Sheaffer.  Middle age veterinarians are notorious for not wanting to 
change anything but my wife pointed out that we had been treating a yearling llama for diarrhea for over a 
month with no improvement.  We have used up close to $200 worth of medicine and only had a lot of 
negative test results to give the owner.  Dr. Sheaffer’s article listed a few remedies used for labor and 
delivery but my wife was interested enough to phone back to Pennsylvania.  After his wife suggested to 
my wife that we try Pulsatilla, we obtained some at a local health food store.  At this point I was very 
skeptical that a few dollars worth of a very dilute solution of some flower could have any effect when my 
strongest, newest and best medicine from one of the largest pharmaceutical companies had failed.  I tried 
to hide my smirk as we drenched the first of the 3 daily doses while trying not to step in the “green pea 
soup: diarrhea.  The next day we avoided stepping in “cow plops” and the day after, in soft clumpy pellets.  
By day 5, the pellets could have come from any normal llama and while this was a great improvement, 
the real test would be when we stopped the drenching.  From three times to twice daily – still normal 
pellets – then once daily and then no treatment.  After looking at normal pellets the next day, I was on the 
phone ordering both human and veterinary Homeopathic books. !
It appears that about 200 years ago, a well-respected German physician, Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, had 
the same problems I did.  A lot of medicine in those days didn’t work and many were dangerous to the 
patient.  Dr. Hahnemann found some natural products, when given in small amounts, would cure a 
problem but when given in large amounts to healthy people, would cause the same symptoms as the 
disease cured by the small amounts.  This “Law of Similars” became the basis of Homeopathy were “let 
like be cured by likes” applies to a large number of medical problems.  Now there are over 2000 
Homeopathic remedies which are very dilute amounts of animals, plants or minerals put into small tablets 
that dissolve quickly when put under a person’s tongue or in a few drops of water that we squirt into an 
animal’s mouth. !
The first problem I had with Homeopathic remedies was the strength or “potencies.”  With western 
medicine, the more of a certain medicine used, not only was it more expensive but it greatly increased the 
side-effects.  In Homeopathy, remedies are measured by the number of 1 to 10 dilutions and listed by the 
“X” scale like 6X, 30X, etc. which is the number of times the original solution had been diluted.  According 
to the books, the more the dilution (i.e., the less of the item) the more effective it was on the body.  In my 
case I started with 30X Pulsatilla which was the middle of the road strength and have used that strength 
in all the other remedies where I had to make a choice.  If someone said they used 6X of something or 
100X of the same thing and it worked, fine because which remedy is selected appears much more 
important than the exact strength used.  Another minor problem is all the single remedies are listed by 
their Latin name which is like learning foreign words.  It’s not as bad as reading Chinese but still a 
problem for me.  I say “single” remedies because I will talk about “combination” remedies in a few 
minutes. !
Before I started my reading, I was wondering if this was some sort of “New Age” medicine fad because it 
sure wasn’t discussed in vet school or in any of the regular vet medicine journals.  In a chat, with Dr. 
Fowler, he reported that 50% of the vets in Europe. !
Many in Africa and most in India use the Homeopathic system.  Next I wondered if it was so good, why 
wasn’t it more common in the U.S.  After more reading and talking to people using homeopathy, it 
became clear that first there was very little profit to be made in the dilution of common chemicals found in 
everyday plants, animals and minerals that sell for a penny or two per pill.  Second, to be really good
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at Homeopathy took years of study and the ability to spend hours getting a real good history from each 
human patient.  Details such as emotions and feelings, what was felt at different times of the day, 
difference between hot or cold food or drinks, details that went on and on made a difference to a well 
trained Homeopathic doctor.  In general, it was a system of medicine that didn’t fit with the regular six 
patient per hour M.D.’s time frame. !
The next remedy Suzi and I tried was Arnica Montana which is indicated for bruising and soreness and 
we used it on the mother after delivering a cria.  We didn’t need much history here – 20 to 30 lbs. out 
what had been a two inch hole sounded to me like she could be a little sore and make her a might touchy.  
Three or four Arnica tablets would be dropped into a 3cc syringe, 1cc of water sucked up and another cc 
of air added to provide shaking room.  A few flips of the wrist and the solution was drenched into the side 
of the mother’s mouth.  While it is very subjective judging, we feel mothers treated with Arnica hooked the 
cria up quicker and had a better attitude then untreated mothers.  Many factors affect this so no exact 
measurement is possible but if a new mom has a real tough delivery, we are likely to repeat the Arnica 
every few hours for 3 or 4 treatments. !
Next was a cria with a runny nose, not snotty, just runny.  The book suggests to try Pulsatilla which is 
what we had already used for diarrhea and I said “Ah ha, they really don’t know their stuff if they are 
trying to use the same thing for different reasons.”  My wife pointed out that in western medicine I use the 
same cortisone pills to help hay fever in one case,  a flea itch in the next and arthritis in a third case all in 
the same hour.  Homeopathic remedies can help different problems at the same time and with this 
remedy we were trying to help “runny” problems but at different ends of the body. !
The next new remedy we tried which has become a favorite is Nux Vomica for upset stomachs in people 
or colic signs in llamas and alpacas.  Many times an animal will show signs of some type of abdominal 
discomfort.  Is it just indigestion, a uterine torsion or the start of a major blockage?  In the old days, 4 
years ago, a blast of Banamine would make the animal look fine.  If twelve hours later they were fine, 
then it was only gas or indigestion.  But if in twelve hours they were worse, then it was something real 
serious, except now it was the middle of the night.   One of the many things I like about homeopathic 
medicine is that it doesn’t cover up the signs of a real serious problem.  If an animal still has colic after 
one or two hours and a couple doses, I know to keep looking for a much bigger problem than gas or 
indigestion. !
About this time, I saw a young cria with diarrhea.  With my handy bottle of Pulsatilla, I was sure it would 
be back to normal pellets within a day or so.  Four days later my smile was replaced with a frown and 
there was no change in the cria.  Back to the homeopathic books where they listed 10 to 12 different 
remedies for different kinds of diarrhea.  Cramps? Mucus?  Blood?  Explosive?  Soft?  Liquid?  Or a 
mixture?  This Homeopathic medicine wasn’t as easy as I thought and I can see why it took years of 
study for Homeopathic doctors to learn to match the right remedies to the right symptoms quickly. !
I guess I wasn’t the first person to have this dilemma because many of the larger Homeopathic supply 
companies have produced exactly what you and I need in the form of “combination” remedies.  In western 
medicine it would be real poor to use four or five drugs at the same time trying to do the same thing.  In 
fact I would say it would be dangerous.  In Homeopathic medicine, if the wrong remedy is selected, there 
is no effect, no toxicity, no penalty.  Now, for diarrhea, instead of trying single remedies one at a time until 
one worked, I use a Diarrhea Combination tablet with 5 or 6 different single remedies blended together.  
Probably 3 or 4 don’t work at all but I’m only interested in the fact that one or two do work and the animal 
improves quickly.  There are Combination remedies for most of the common problems all the way from 
Asthma to the Urinary Tract. 
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Another thing I like about Homeopathic medicine is that the owner can easily learn to drench in the dose 
3 or 4 times a day as opposed to the owner or myself giving injections.  I try to give every injection to 
alpacas and llamas as gently as possible but many drugs sting and I’ve found these speechless brothers 
have a long memory.  Especially when the injections are twice a day for a week, they never forget.   !
I still consider myself a beginner since I have been only dabbling in this for 12 years compared to 35 
years of western medicine.  I now have about 8 different combination remedies and about 20 single 
remedies on hand but I find I am using them more and more.  I like the fact that there are no side effects, 
signs of problems are not hidden, the cost is very reasonable and in many cases it works.  Don’t get me 
wrong, I still have all those expensive, dangerous western drugs and I would be real nervous if I didn’t 
have them along, but now I have a choice. !
Reference books: 
  
 The Homeopathic Treatment of Small Animals 
  Christopher Day (English) 
  Published by The C.W. Daniel Co. Limited 
 The Treatment of Horses 
  G. MacLeod (English) 
  Published by the C.W. Daniel Co. Limited 
 Everybody’s Guide to Homeopathic Medicine 
  Stephen Cummings, M.D. (U.S. – Human) 
  Published by G.P. Putnam’s Sons 
 Homeopathic Medicine at Home 
  Maesimund B. Panos, M.D. (U.S.) 
  Published by G.P. Putnam’s Sons 
 Materia Medica 
  Oscar E. Boericke 
  Published by Boericke & Tafel, Inc. 
  (This is the Bible Reference with all the Homeopathic remedies listed) !
June, 2005 – Homeopathic Update 
Robert J. Pollard, DVM 
Valley of the Llama Ranch, Sonora, CA !
This introduction to homeopathy was written for the 1995 AOBA Conference.  Since then my wife and I 
have continued to increase the number of remedies we use.  Some of these are described below but 
there are other things to share with you first.  !
A new book for me that has helped a lot is on goat treatment which is closer to lalam needs than the book 
on small animals or the one of horses. 
  
GOATS: Homeopathic Remedies 
  George MacLeod (English, 1991) 
  The C.W. Daniel Company Limited (about $20.00 from Arrowroot Standard) !
A lot of llama and alpaca owners ask if I know a homeopathic or acupuncture vet in their area.  I usually 
suggest they contact the three following sources that would tell them the vet closest to their ranch. 
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  American Holistic Vet Med Association  
  Maryland (410) 569-0795 
  website:  ahvma.org. !
  Academy of Veterinary Homeopathy 
  North Miami Beach, FL (305) 652-5372 
  website:  theavh.org 
  
  International Veterinary Acupuncture Society 
  website:  ivas.org !
While I purchase nearly all the remedies we use by mail order using the 800 numbers, many of the 
pharmacies in large chain stores are starting to carry a good selection. !
The combination remedies we have added to the medicine shelves have helped a lot: !

1.  Vaginitis – especially after having a cria 
2.  Nasal congestion – for runny noses 
3.  Arthritis – has helped several ancient llamas get around better in their last years. 
4.  Calms Forte – mild sedative for grooming or transporting !

The single remedies we have added in the last year: !
1.  Silicea – reduces scar tissue 
2.  Ledum Pal – puncture, insect bites/stings 
3.  Bellis Per – muscle soreness, sprain, bruising 
4.  Sepia – dry hacking cough !

Llama and Alpaca Basic Homeopathic Kit    !
 1. Arthritis Pain Formula 

 As indicated used for arthritis, can also be used for sprains.  
 2. Arsenicum Album: 

 For mild cases of diarrhea. 
 3. Pulsatilla 

 Use for runny nose, sore throat, mucus in stool, diarrhea.  Have had success using it for 
 congestion due to dust or smoke reaction. 

 4. Nux Vomica 
 Used for upset stomach, gas, animal off their feed.  Sour breath, in general ate   
 something that didn’t agree with them.1. Rescue Remedy 
5. Not really a regular homeopathic remedy but a Bach Flower essence extract.  Many  
 llama and alpaca owners have found Rescue Remedy as a benefit following   
 emergencies and for the first few days after a major injury, trauma or stress such as  
 shows, moving to a new home or cria delivery.  Put 4 drops between lips every hour or  
 two depending on how serious the problem is. 

 7. Diarrex 
 Used for animals with diarrhea.                                                                                                
8. Bladder Irritation 
 Used on females with frequent urination (mild bladder infection) can be used in   
 combination with Antibiotics. 
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 9. Vaginitis 
  Used for females after birthing or before if large amount of discharge is seen.  Will put female 
  on this plus mild vaginal flushing (use your vet’s choice of vaginal flush) 
 10. Arnica Montana 
  An analgesic and healing ability product.  Made from the Arnica Montana plant (a daisy).  Can 
  be used on all injuries plus if there are flu like symptoms, achy all over, low grade fever, it will 
  help relieve the symptoms.  Great for a difficult delivery remedy.  Have used to help speed 
  healing. 
 11. Sepia 
  Used on cramping – Stomach upset – also postpartum pain.  Have used it also on spasms 
  after animal has had choke – allows them to swallow and relieves the sore throat.  I would 
  combine Sepia and Arnica Montana for choke. 
 12. Silicea 
  Helps in healing – will cut down on scar tissue build up.  Great to use with females that had 
  tearing during delivery.  I use this in combination with Arnica Montana after heard delivery.  
  Sometimes females will grind their teeth in pain when the cria nurses.  These two plus the one 
  above, Sepia, really helps relieve the pain and cramps. !
Drenching !
For adult Alpacas and Llamas, the standard dose is 4 pills dissolved in 2cc of water in a 3cc syringe.  For 
crias, the standard dosage is 2 pills in 2cc of water in a 3cc syringe. !
All remedies are administered ORALLY. !
To load the syringe:  pull the syringe apart by removing the plunger from the barrel.  Put the pills in the 
barrel part of the syringe, put plunger back in barrel and push it all the way until pills are at the front of 
syringe.  Put small amount of clean in Dixie cup.  Can be warm or cold water – draw 2cc water – put 
finger over end of syringe and shake up pills and water until pills are dissolved. !
To administer solution – slip syringe into corner of mouth and slowly dribble liquid into inside back of 
cheek.  The animal usually learns to sip the liquid after having done this routine more than once. ! !! !!!!!!!!

reprinted from the LANA Expo Program 
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2017 National Grand Champion                            

Heavy Wool Female
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ALSA ELITE NON-BREEDER CHAMPIONS 
 and BROTHERS 

JORJIO & KAZA
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THANK YOU                      
SPONSORS FOR YOUR                
GENEROUS SUPPORT
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Get Your LANA T-shirt NOW!

$16 per shirt                                                                                                                                                   


                                            

This is an ongoing fundraiser to benefit LANA programs throughout the year.                                               
You can order by email (lanaquestions@gmail.com) and send a check or you 

can order on LANA’s webpage, www.lanainfo.org, and pay with PayPal.                                                                                               

Help support LANA and order your shirt today!
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joy@blackcatllamas.com 
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performancellama@yahoo.com 
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KathySVA@aol.com 
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Director                 
ranchodollyllama@gmail.com 
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cathy@gentlespiritllamas.com 

                                                                         
LANA BUSINESS OFFICE 

Joy Pedroni 
3966 Estate Drive 

Vacaville CA 95688                                                           
707.447.5046                                           

LANAquestions@gmail.com 

Please contact the LANA Business Office for Member 
Services, Advertisements, Event Calendar updates,       
and any llama- , alpaca-, or LANA-related questions     

you may have. 

Visit LANA at:  www.lanainfo.org	


___________________________________________________	


LANA News DISCLAIMER      

LANA News is published for educational purposes only. 
The information published herein is solely the opinion of 
the authors and does not necessarily represent the 
view of LANA, its Directors or Officers.  LANA’s 
acceptance of advertising does not imply endorsement 
of any products or services whatsoever.  Articles, 
letters, editorials and other contributions are welcome 
and may be edited for brevity. Inclusion and placement 
is solely at the discretion of the Editor.   Before 
undertaking any herd work with   your llamas, you are 
advised to always consult with     your veterinarian.  

______________________________________________ 

THANK YOU  

Thank you to the following for their contribution to this 
newsletter: Nancy and Robin Hester, Dr. Rob Pollard, 
Sue Rich, and Cathy Spalding
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